
These much-anticipated DVD companions to Stephanie
Harvey and Harvey“Smokey”Daniels’ best-selling
Comprehension & Collaboration: Inquiry Circles in Action
use compelling video footage to show inquiry circles in
action. Live-from-the-classroom DVDs invite you to:

Teach your curriculum and meet standards

the Inquiry Way
Live-from-the-classroom DVDs show inquiry circles in action

� watch teachers teach specific comprehension
and collaboration strategies

� eavesdrop as students engage in lively,
productive inquiry teams

� tour classrooms that burst with energy,
excitement, and achievement.

Inquiry Circles in Elementary Classrooms

Inquiry Circles in Middle and High School
Classrooms

a collaboration beyond comprehension
STEPHANIE HARVEY

AUTHOR OF Strategies ThatWork ANDThe Comprehension Toolkit SERIES

HARVEY “SMOKEY” DANIELS
AUTHOR OF Literature Circles AND Mini-Lessons for Literature Circles

To learn more and review samples, visit www.heinemann.com



Comprehension & Collaboration: Inquiry
Circles in Action is about small-group
projects that work and serves as a guide
for teachers whowant to realize the bene-
fits of well-structured, cross-curricular
projects. In this book,Steph and Smokey
present:

� 10 classroom conditions needed for active, small-group learning
� 19 profiles of small-group inquiry circles in action that bring
strategies and principles to life

� 27 practical lessons in comprehension,collaboration,and inquiry
� how-to instructions for 4 types of inquiry circles—mini-
inquiries; curricular inquiries; literature circle inquiries; and
open inquiries

Throughout,chapters offer amix of materials for you to grab and go
as well as some big ideas to think through as you customize inquiry
circles for your students. It is time for another stronger,more inten-
tional era of education.Comprehension & Collaboration: Inquiry
Circles in Actionwill serve as your companion and provide a guiding
light on this important endeavor.

Comprehension & Collaboration
Gr. K–12 / 978-0-325-01230-8 / 336 pp /$28.50

With a special emphasis on how to organize and manage well-
structured cross-curricular projects, these instructional DVDs
show you how to:
� engage students as you unleash their curiosity across the
curriculum

� explicitly model and teach strategic thinking and collaboration
� teach your curriculum and meet standards the inquiry way.

Let Steph and Smokey guide you through classrooms that burst
with energy, excitement, and achievement.

Inquiry Circles in Elementary Classrooms DVD
Gr. K–5 / 978-0-325-02829-3 / 60 minutes / $125.00

Inquiry Circles in Middle and High School Classrooms DVD
Gr. 5–12 / 978-0-325-02830-9 / 60 minutes / $125.00

“In small groups, we are smarter. In well-structured groups, we
leverage each other’s thinking.We learn more not just because
we all bring different pieces of the puzzle, but because, through
talk, we can actually make new and better meaning together.”

—Stephanie Harvey and Harvey “Smokey” Daniels

ORDER TODAY!

Call 800.225.5800 or visit www.heinemann.com

Inquiry Circles Staff Development Bundles,
Grades K–5

10 copies of Comprehension & Collaboration +
1 Inquiry Circles in Elementary Classrooms DVD

978-0-325-02949-8

$410 value for $348.50 Save $61.50

Inquiry Circles Staff Development Bundles,
Grades 5–12

10 copies of Comprehension & Collaboration +
1 Inquiry Circles in Middle and High School Classrooms DVD

978-0-325-02950-4

$410 value for $348.50 Save $61.50


